TRIBUTE FIREWORKS GUIDE TO SAFETY
LEGAL INFORMATION
It is illegal to let fireworks off after
11pm at night and before 7am in
the morning with the exceptions of
New Years Eve, Diwali and Chinese
New Year which is 1am and Bonfire
Night (November 5th) which is
midnight.
By law, anybody setting off the
fireworks must be over the age of
18 and have the permission of the
landowner (please note it is illegal
to set off fireworks in a public place
such as a park).
Be sure to familiarise yourself with
the fireworks and where the fuses
are located prior to the display, and
ensure that the safety instructions
and minimum safety distances on
the firework labels are followed.
We would also recommend that you
warn neighbours in advance of the
display, especially if there are young
children, elderly residents, pets or
animals in the vicinity.

UNPACKING &
STORAGE

When your fireworks arrive please
check that your order is correct and
that the fireworks are undamaged.
Once the contents have been
checked, we would recommend
that you repack your order and
keep the fireworks stored in the
packaging provided in a SECURE,
COOL, DRY PLACE AWAY
FROM ANY NAKED FLAMES OR
OTHER SOURCES OF IGNITION
OR HIGHLY FLAMMABLE
SUBSTANCES.
Under the Manufacture and Storage
of Explosives Regulations 2005, you
are permitted to store up to 5 kgs

Net Explosive Content (NEC) of
fireworks in your home indefinitely
and up to 50 kgs NEC of fireworks
in your home for a period of up to
21 days.

ASHES TRIBUTE CAKES

DO NOT LIGHT BOTH FUSES
TOGETHER!

FIREWORK SETUP

STEP 1 - Place
the firework
on flat ground
and secure it to
a stake or post
with strong tape
or electrical ties
that have been
inserted (crowd side of the firework)
into the ground. Make sure that the
firework cannot fall over and avoid
any overhead obstructions, such
as trees or power cables, that could
obscure the firework’s path.

In the event the first fuse fails,
observe the instructions printed
on the label in relation to the 2nd/
reserve fuse (should the firework
have one) and do not go back to
the firework for at least 15 minutes
in case of delayed ignition. You
should then locate the 2nd/reserve
fuse which will usually be signified
by the words ‘RESERVE FUSE
UNDER THIS COVER’ or by the
number ‘2’.
Remove/peel the orange fuse cover
off the firework and if required pull
fuse through decorative plastic/
paper topping of the cake for easier
access

Always read and follow the safety
instructions on each firework well
before firing and make sure that
spectators are standing at least at
the minimum safety distance stated
on the firework label away from the
fireworks.
Avoid overhead obstructions, such as
trees or power cables, when setting
up the fireworks and do not wear
flammable, loose or unbuttoned
clothing. It is also advisable to wear
gloves, ear, head and eye protection
when firing and setting up the
display.
Some materials may be required
for setting up the fireworks which
are not provided, such as; timber
for wooden stakes, electrical ties
or heavy duty tape to secure the
fireworks.
Keep the fireworks away from any
naked flames or any flammable
material at all times and make sure
that you are aware of the location of
the firework and its fuse(s). NEVER
PUT ANY PART OF YOUR BODY
OVER THE FIREWORK and make
sure to light the fuse at its outermost
tip at arms length.
DO NOT SMOKE WHILE IN THE
VICNITY OF SETTING UP OR
LIGHTING FIREWORKS.

WHAT HAPPENS IF IT
IS RAINING?

Your Heavenly Stars Fireworks will
still fire in the rain, producing the

Follow the directions as instructed
on the fireworks warning label.

same effects and reaching the same
heights as they would in dry weather
conditions. However, we recommend
that you wrap any ground-based
fireworks in a single layer of cling
film if it is raining to protect them
from any moisture damage. Please
note that the green fuse you light
is the most susceptible to damp
conditions and you should not leave
your fireworks out in the rain or on
damp ground for a long period of
time before firing. You should also
make sure that you DO NOT cover
rockets but ensure that the orange
fuse cap is not removed until you are
ready to fire the display.

WHAT HAPPENS IF
THE FIREWORK FAILS
TO IGNITE?

In the unlikely event that your
firework fails to ignite, you should
leave it for at least 15 minutes before
returning and lighting the reserve
fuse (should the firework have
one). On the rare occasion that the
reserve fuse should also fail, you
should not go back to the firework
for a period of at least 1 hour.
The firework should then be
stored in a secure, dry place and
you should contact our office on
01206 762123 as soon as possible to
discuss next steps.

STEP 2 - Locate
fuse, signified
by the words
FUSE or FIRST
FUSE UNDER
THIS COVER
or by the number 1. (Note: Some
fireworks contain 2 fuses).

STEP 3 Remove/peel
the orange fuse
cover off the
firework and if
required pull
fuse through
decorative plastic/paper topping of
the cake for easier access
STEP 4 ENSURING
NO PART OF
YOUR BODY
IS OVER THE
FIREWORK,
stand sideways
and light the
outer most end of the fuse at arms
length, before retiring immediately
to the stated distance on the
firework label.
2ND/RESERVE FUSE
INSTRUCTIONS
Some fireworks have 2 fuses BUT

ASHES TRIBUTE ROCKETS
Follow the directions as instructed
on the fireworks warning label.

STEP 1 - Insert the launch tube
provided into the ground or attach
the rocket securely to a stake and
angle slightly away from spectators.
Ensure the launch tube or stake is
secure and CANNOT FALL OVER
by using electrical ties or strong tape.
STEP 2 - Insert the rocket stick into
the launch tube and make sure it
is free to rise and not stuck in the
ground.

STEP 3

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3 - Remove orange fuse
cap exposing the fuse and gently
straighten the fuse.

If you have any queries regarding safety or setup please contact us on 01206 710777

STEP 4

STEP 4 - ENSURING NO PART
OF YOUR BODY IS OVER THE
FIREWORKS, stand sideways
and light the outer most end of the
fuse at arms length, before retiring
immediately to the stated distance
on the firework label.

